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Welcome Remarks 

The National Council for Higher Education welcomes you to the 3rd Annual Higher education 

Conference. In a special way gratitude is extended to the Guest of Honour and all of our 

distinguished Keynote Speakers, Panel Discussants, Session Chairpersons and Presenters. We 

would also like to acknowledge the important contributions of all of our conference participants 

and NCHE staff.  

Cocvid-19 pandemic affected many things, including our annual Higher Education Conference, 

unlike the previous conferences, this is a virtual one, the first of its kind to ensure observance of 

SOPs as guided by the Ministry of Health, the majority of our participants joined on line. 

The theme of this year’s conference is “Adaptation to current and future challenges for Higher 

Education under the Covid-19 pandemic”. The conference aims at exploiting the available 

opportunities for higher education institutions to adapt to the effects of Covid-19 pandemic. In 

addition, the conference will avail institutions and individuals an opportunity to disseminate their 

research findings. 

The Covid-19 pandemic which was first reported in Uganda in March, 2020, has turned out to be 

a serious threat to access to education on the African continent where millions of students in higher 

education institutions had their education disrupted due to closure of these institutions 

occasioned by lockdown. This caught almost all institutions unprepared to embrace online 

learning. In Uganda, over 20 institutions of Higher learning and about 300,000 learners were 

affected after being sent home.  

Chief Guest, distinguished participants, we all know that most of our institutions of higher 

learning were using the face to face system of teaching and the outbreak of the pandemic which 

resulted into temporally closure of institutions caught our institutions unprepared. This affected 

the learning and teaching, the financial base and human resource in these institutions. However, 

for institutions especially those in developed countries that adopted blended learning had lesser 

challenges since they continued with the teaching and learning despite closure. 

The National Council for Higher Education approved the implementation of the Emergency Open, 

Distance and electronic learning (ODeL) system for a number of institutions. However, many are 

faced with challenges in implementing this system due to adaptability constraints. Some have 

failed to switch from the traditional classroom and face to face instruction training to computer 

based training as a result of high bandwidth and internet costs and computer illiteracy among the 

teachers and learners. 

The failure by institutions to adapt to the modern learning platforms is attributed to a number of 

factors but the most pressing one is the financial constraints. Covid-19 is still with us, but this 

should not stop teaching and learning. There is therefore need for institutions to adapt to the new 

approach and ensure continued access to education by students. But as NCHE, we urge 

institutions that have embraced ODeL to ensure delivery of quality higher education. 
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We appreciate the partners who have supported higher education institutions in switching to 

online teaching. I call upon, Government, Development partners and private sector to come out 

and support institutions by enabling internet connectivity countrywide, subsiding the cost of 

equipment such as computers and access to internet. 

The NCHE will continue to monitor institutions for compliance and give guidance where it is 

needed. Its our hope that our engagement at this conference will provide opportunities to reflect 

on our level of preparedness and willingness by our institutions to adapt to the challenges posed 

by the Covid-19 pandemic to higher education and propose strategies for addressing the gaps. We 

look forward to a fruitful engement with you all.  

Ladies and gentlemen, it is now my singular pleasure and honor to invite the Chief Guest to make 

her remarks. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION 

 

 

Professor Mary J. N. Okwakol PhD 

Executive Director, NCHE 
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Day 1- Private Universities 

 

18th MAY, 2021 

 

1. OPENING SESSION 

 
The conference was opened by Prof Mary N. Okwakol Executive Director National 
Council for Higher Education (NCHE) 

In her opening remarks, the ED/NCHE, Professor Mary J. N. Okwakol, stated that: 

i) Unlike the previous conferences that were held in March, this year’s 
annual conference was held in May due to the Covid-19 pandemic.   

ii) NCHE approved implementation of emergency ODeL for a number of 
HEIs. 

iii) NCHE would continue to monitor, and provide guidance to HEIs on 
implementation of emergency ODeL.  

There is need for Government, Development Partners, and other stakeholders to 
support HEIs in terms of internet connectivity, and affordability to implement 
online and blended learning 

 

The Master of Ceremonies for the 3 days was Mr. Solomon Serwanja  
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Keynote Address: 

Adaptation to current and future challenges for private 

universities under the Covid-19 pandemic 

Speaker:  Professor Guido Van Huylenbroeck,  
Professor in Agricultural and Rural Environmental Economics, 

Ghent Univerity, Belgium.  
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  Panel  Discussion of emerging issues 

The key observations/emerging issues from the keynote address included;  

i) Noted that Ghent University was focusing on consolidating the gains from Covid-19, by 

continuing with online/blended teaching and learning, and that Ugandan HEIs should 

emulate the same. 

ii) Observed the need for every HEI to devise own strategies of teaching and learning during 

the Covid-19 pandemic. 

iii) Practical online courses could be taught online by simulations. 

iv) Concurred with Professor Guido Van Huylenbroeck, that it was necessary for first year 

students to be on campus to acquire experience, and competencies, and study online in 

the second and other years. 

v) The participants were surprised to note that some of the challenges faced by Ugandan 

HEIs with regard to online teaching and learning, such as Internet and ICTs were also 

being experienced by Universities in developed countries. 

vi) Noted that staff and student support was crucial for the success of online teaching and 

learning.  
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DAY 1  - SESSION 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thematic Area: 

Strategic Policy and Planning Frameworks for 

Recovery and Sustainability in the Covid-19 Era  

 

 

 

Chairperson:   

Dr. Halima Akbar Wakabi 

Academic Registrar, Islamic University in Uganda 
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  1.1 Private Universities Funding Strategies for Attraction and Retention of Students 
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Plenary Discussion : The emerging issues  

i) Tuition fees is the main source of income for Ugandan Universities like those of their 

counterparts in UK. Participants observed the need by Ugandan institutions to hire 

out their facilities to generate income as the case is with UK Universities. A need by 

Ugandan Universities to diversify their sources of income was noted. 

ii) Some institutions pay more attention online teaching and less on online learning. To 

this end, it was noted that lecturers should be equipped with skills/competencies to 

facilitate both online learning and online teaching. 

iii) The cost of international education can be cheaper with online/blended learning, that 

is, students can study certain courses online from their respective home countries. 

iv) Participants noted that the proposed Government tax on internet data would affect 

online learning. The NCHE was urged to engage Government on the same. 

v) The need to develop a national framework to ensure continuity of online/blended 

learning was noted. 

A need to review NCHE capacity indicators for various educational facilities, such as lecture 

rooms, and staffing under online/blended learning was noted by the participants 
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1.2  Crisis- Sensitive Higher Educational Planning and Management 
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1.3  Strategies for continuity of sustainable Health education and training in Higher 

 education 
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DAY 1  -  SESSION 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thematic Area: 

Open Distance and electronic Learning (ODeL) – 

Context relevant strategies for Teaching 

 

 

 

Chairperson:   

Dr. Olive Sabiiti 

Deputy Vice Chancellor, Cavendish University 
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1.4 Effective Pedagogical Practices for Online Teaching and Learning 
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1.5 Discussion : Emerging Issues 

i) A module delivered in a physical environment cannot delivered in an online 

environment. 

ii) Learning should be student centered. 

iii) Learners should be accorded an opportunity to evaluate online teaching and 

learning. 

iv) There is need to have both asynchronous and synchronous sessions. 

v) Students should be given feedback on assigned tasks. 

vi) Lecturers need to balance their online presence otherwise learners would be 

intimated with their full-time online presence. 

vii) Clear instructions should be given for e-activities. 

viii) A teaching voice should be used when presenting materials online. 

ix) Online facilitators should be trained. 

x) Learners should be encouraged to work as a team. 
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Day 2 – PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES  

19th MAY, 2021 

 

 

OPENING   SESSION 

 

 

Prof Mary N. Okwakol 

Executive Director, NCHE 

 

 

Keynote address:  

Adaptation of current and future Challenges for public 

universities under COVID 19 Pandemic 

Jessica N. Aguti 

Jessica.aguti@cees.mak.ac.ug 

jnaguti@gmail.com 

  

mailto:Jessica.aguti@cees.mak.ac.ug
mailto:jnaguti@gmail.com
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Presentation Outline 

•Mandate of Public University 
•Milestones in HE in Uganda 
•Challenges in SSA 
•Challenges faced by Public Universities 
•COVID 19 and new realities for Public Universities 
•Future Demands on Public Universities 

 

Mandate of Public Universities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Community Engagement 

Teaching & learning 

Research 

 

Milestone in Higher Education in SSA 

-Increased enrolment in primary & secondary – higher demand for HE 

-Expansion - annual rate of 4.3%, 

Number of public Universities has grown 

Liberalization of higher education – overall increase in number of 

universities 

Increase in student 

enrolment - from about 5,000 students in MAK to about 

180,000 2019/20 

-Cost sharing – introduction of tuition fees 

-Increased PhD graduations- 108 (71
st 

MAK) 

-Increased research output 
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Challenges in SSA 
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SESSION 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thematic Area: 

Strategic policy and planning Frameworks for recovery 

and sustainability in the Covid-19 era 

 

 

 

Chairperson:   

Professor Christine Dranzoa 

Vice Chancellor, Muni University 
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2.1  ICT Policy and Strategic Frameworks to Support Higher Education 

Recovery Under Covid-19 Pandemic 
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2.2 Private Public Sector Collaborative Support for Higher Education 

Repositioning into the New Normal 
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2.3  Strengthening Local Capacity for ICT Strategic Innovations in University 

Education Delivery and Management 
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SESSION 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thematic Area: 

Open Distance and electronic Learning (OdeL) – 

Context Relevant Strategies for Teaching and Learning 

Interventions  

 

 

 

Chairperson:   

Professor Openjuru George 

Vice Chancellor, Gulu University 
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2.4  Relevant Teaching and Learning interventions for ODeL 
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Dr. Pius C. Achanga emphasized noted that: 

i) Student empowerment, and acceptance was critical to implementation of 

emergency ODeL. 

ii) Institutions need to prepare for ODeL, by assessing existing infrastructure, 

human resource, among other things. 

iii)  Only accredited programmes are authorized by NCHE for emergency 

ODeL implementation. 

iv) Staff and students should be trained, and a budget for the same made 

available. 

v) A national framework as proposed by some participants was necessary to 

ensure continuity of online/blended teaching and learning. 

vi) Observed the need by NCHE to engage Government on the proposed tax on 

Internet data. 

 

Action points:  

i) The cost of Internet was still high for both students and staff. 

ii) Requisite infrastructure, such as ICTs are key to ODeL implementation. 

iii) Online lectures need to be recorded such that students can access them 

anytime. 
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Day 3 – OTHER TERTIARY INSTITUTIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

20th MAY , 2021 

 

OPENING SESSION 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Keynote presentation:  

 

Adaptation to Current and future challenges for OTIs, 

vocational education and training under the Covid-19 

pandemic 
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Adaptation of current and future challenges for OTIs, 

vocational education and training under covid-19 

pandemic 

Keynote Address at the 3rd Annual Higher Education Conference organized by 

the National Council of Higher Education (NCHE) 

Presenter :  Dr Fredrick E. Kitoogo, 

Principal, Uganda Institute of Information and Communications Technology (UICT)  

 

Distinguished invited Guests (All protocol observed),  

Members of the Press,  

Ladies and Gentlemen. 

I bring you greetings from the Uganda Institute of Information and Communications Technology 

(UICT), a Government tertiary institution specializing providing market-driven and emerging 

digital skills for all levels (basic, intermediary, expert and specialized). 

Before, I deliver this key note address on the topic designated to me, I wish to express my sincere 

appreciation and congratulations to the National Council of Higher Education for hosting this 

conference as an integral part for growth and development of Higher Education in Uganda. 

The current and future challenges of education in general under the Covid-19 pandemic 

The global COVID-19 pandemic imposed abrupt and unprecedented pressures on governments 

and industries around the world, with virtually all sectors affected. However, OTIs and vocational 

education and training (VET) systems are being uniquely impacted, not only in relation to how 

they provide VET in the context of current social distancing and travel restrictions, but also in 

terms of how they are being required to anticipate and adapt to what could very well be a 

significantly changed Labour market in the coming months and years. 

The current and future challenges of OTIs, vocational education and training under covid-

19 pandemic 

The pandemic particularly disrupted work-based learning, including apprenticeships, industrial 

training and specifically the systems used to assess skills and ultimately award qualifications. 

Before I dive into the specific challenges, its imperative to note that whereas in the short-term this 

pandemic presents serious challenges for OTI and VET teachers, trainers and learners alike, the 

lockdown and social distancing may ultimately result in stronger and more resilient systems if the 

right choices are made today. In particular, scaling down of face-to-face education and training 

may result into learning providers adapting to system and technology innovations that will expand 

the use of distance learning and distance or alternative assessments. 
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Having noted the two sides to the impact of the pandemic and as we delve into the specific 

challenges, we note that whereas many OTIs and VETS quickly created or adapted digital 

platforms to replace school-based learning, to varying degrees of success, work-based learning 

programmes (WBL), including apprenticeships, are often much more difficult to provide and 

assess at a distance This is due to two key factors: first, the immediate disruption of provision 

caused by confinement and social distancing guidelines and regulations; and second, the fact that 

employers have historically tended to cut back on apprenticeship and industrial training during 

economic recessions.  Specifically, the world has faced the following challenges: 

a) Disruption due to lockdowns, social-distancing and travel restrictions: The main 

challenge for OTIs and VET students, including apprentices, is not being able to learn in 

classrooms, institute labs, workshops or workplaces. In some occupational fields, theory 

can be taught and learned online, but practical aspects cannot be effectively delivered 

because of a lack of access to tools, materials, equipment and machinery.  

b) Infrastructure, connectivity, resources and skills to use online learning: At the start of 

the pandemic, few countries and training providers had sufficient equipment, connectivity, 

remote learning software and platforms, and pedagogical resources. In addition, most 

students and instructors initially lacked the digital skills to be able to adapt and use the 

teaching and learning services. 

c) Cuts in apprenticeship and Industrial Training offers: The pandemic caused an 

economic recess in many countries including Uganda, this translated into ripple-effect 

challenges in sectors such as hospitality, manufacturing, agriculture, tourism, aviation and 

leisure services where demand is reaching historical levels. This primarily meant that some 

professions where are unable to work, it also means that by extension they are unable to 

offer or maintain apprenticeships due to not only a lack of staff to provide training, but also 

a lack of financial resources. Having said that, it is also reasonable to expect a reduction in 

OTI and VET enrolments (and therefore fewer prospective apprenticeships) for the coming 

school years, partly due to uncertainty as to whether students can effectively access WBL, 

whether a VET programme can be effectively provided on line, and whether students can 

complete all the requirements necessary to be enrolled on time.   

The effects of the two highlighted challenges may be unseen in terms of skills and Labour market 

supply over the short-term, and indeed it may appear that supply is abundant in a time of layoffs 

and furloughs, but as the economy starts to recover, shortages of skilled workers will likely become 

apparent, thereby delaying the recovery process. 

How do we adapt to these challenges? 

There is urgent need to re-package the resilience measures to strengthen the capacity to respond to 

these current challenges as well as to adapt and respond effectively to both anticipated and 

unanticipated changes in Labour market requirements. Some of the good practice and initiatives 

from different authorities include but are not limited to the following: 
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a) Increased and innovative of Open Distance and e-Learning solutions: The is increased 

need to enhancement of utilization of distance-learning tools wherever possible to ensure 

the continuity of learning. Major private providers are also providing their online courses 

free of charge (Coursera, ITU, etc.). While distance learning cannot completely replace in-

person training, and its effectiveness depends on the occupation, it can nonetheless help 

learners to remain engaged and continue to make progress in their studies. These efforts at 

online delivery and communications can enhance one-to-one digital and real-world 

interactions between learners, learning providers and employers. Subsidizing training, 

including the introduction of free online skill development courses at least during the 

pandemic, can help. 

b) Innovative ways of conducting practical work and access to labs and workshops 

virtually: This involves the usage of innovative ways to ensure that VET students have 

access to virtual lab sessions. In addition, the is need to capitalize on the demand for digital, 

distance offerings by exploring options for innovative, digital pedagogical approaches such 

as simulators, augmented/virtual reality, artificial intelligence or live recorded lab sessions. 

c) Provide financial assistance to VET systems and learners to undertake training in more 

future-proof sectors and occupations that will be critical to economic recovery in the long-

term. For example, with a dramatic decrease in transport demand and a major oil surplus, 

the oil and gas industry is facing an existential crisis and putting millions of jobs in 

jeopardy. In addition, the current crisis is expected to accelerate the automation and 

digitalization of many occupations and tasks. In this context, stimulus packages can be 

better used to reskill, retrain and upskill workers in occupations at a high risk of automation 

or restructuring – as well as unemployed people – into more resilient, future-oriented and 

higher skilled ones such as renewable energy, IT or biotechnology.  

d) Increased engagement with employers, stakeholders and unions at both local and 

national levels, considering that each sector is affected differently by the outbreak. Such 

engagement can open up lines of communication that may not currently be open, leading 

to greater engagement in the future. Such engagement may be considerably easier in the 

current context given increased acceptance of digital conferencing. 

e) Start planning today for changes in the labour market that might be accelerated due to 

the pandemic, particularly if they have not been doing so already, including digitalization. 

In particular, given that occupations involving routine tasks are being transformed, 

restructured or disappearing entirely due to increasing levels of automation, VET systems 

will need to focus more on those occupations demanding higher levels of autonomy, 

planning, team-work, communication and customer service skills that are more able to 

resist automation. 

f) Examine policies and regulations with regard to the awarding of micro-credentials and 

digital badges to ensure that progress made in the offering of VET at a distance can be 

appropriately rewarded with qualifications in a timely and effective manner. 
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g) Make sure that VET programmes are providing opportunities for learning foundational 

skills such as digital, basic and socioemotional skills. Such transferable, foundational skills 

can help economies recover more quickly following a crisis, by helping workers more 

easily transition into other sectors or jobs. The confinement period represents a significant 

opportunity to expand offerings of these kinds of skills, which to a certain degree can be 

easily taught and learned at a distance; 

h) Pay particular attention to vulnerable groups including youth-at-risk, laid-off workers and 

refugees, in particular those who have no access to the Internet. These groups, who are 

often served by the VET system, are particularly vulnerable to crises including not only 

the ongoing pandemic, but also the expected recession. While many workers and groups 

are at risk of being left behind as the labour market evolves, close attention needs to be 

paid to inclusion and equity issues in every aspect of the VET system. Some specific equity 

initiatives may be needed depending on the context. 

i) Focus on efforts to maintain and build a highly qualified workforce of vocational 

teachers and trainers. In countries such as Australia and the United States, initial teacher 

education and training courses are taught online, and this is a model that could be quickly 

replicated elsewhere. VET teachers also need high quality digital delivery skills and 

confidence in using web conferencing solutions, and this crisis can provide an opportunity 

to build those skills across the VET teaching workforce.   

As I conclude, I wish to note that in the case of Uganda there is a commitment to lay a solid 

foundation for education in the country, Seek a cost-effective, efficient, robust, and flexible mode 

to educate all, be part of the global economy 

Finally, as national governments, we cannot achieve much on our own, we thus implore our 

development partners, the private sector and other actors to collaborate and support such 

continental, regional and national initiatives.  

I wish you fruitful deliberations and i have no doubt that by the end of this conference, the 

participants should have achieved the objectives of the conference. 

I thank you all. 
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3.1  Crisis –sensitive Higher Education planning and Management  
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3.2  Establishment of an e-pedagogical paradigm shift in education and training 

for OTIS  
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4. KEY HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 3RD ANNUAL HIGHER EDUCATION CONFERENCE 

S/n Issues Action point Responsibility 

1. Disparity between  private and 

public higher education institution 

with regard to infrastructure, 

connectivity and skills for E- Learning  

The is need to Develop a National 

Framework for E-Learning for the Country 

NCHE,Vice 

Chancellors’ 

Forum, MoES 

2. High Taxes on Data affecting 

connectivity thus curtailing E-

Learning 

NCHE to negotiate the Government the 

need to harmonize and support both private 

and public higher education institution on 

data activation 

UCC, URA, 

MoES 

3. Adopt a Regulatory tool for the new 

paradigm online tool for higher 

education institutions 

There is need for flexibility in some of the 

capacity Indicators in the e-Learning era e.g. 

Staff student Ratio, institution physical 

infrastructure, % of contribution of students 

fees budget to our sources etc. 

NCHE,,HEIs 

4. Disparity between private and public 

higher education institutions with 

regard to internet affordability 

NCHE to negotiate on behalf of HEIs for 

internet affordability  

NCHE, 

HEIs 

5. Deficiency in the digital skills in both 

the private and public higher 

education institutions 

Promote the National Digital Agenda and 

conduct  e-readiness survey 

 

NCHE 

Day Two 

6. Supportive policy and framework Operationalize the policy UCC/ GoU 

7. Development Platform and shared 

resources (identify experts) and 

encourage collaborations 

Identify experts 
Develop shared platform 
Develop shared resources 
Share resources 

NCHE/ 

HEIs/UCC/ 

MoES 

8. Ensuring Quality (especially OdeL 

programmes) 

Refine tools for quality assessment 
Share the tools  
Enforce 
Regular monitoring 

NCHE/HEIs 

9. Self-assessment and peer 

reviews(Continuous improvement) 

Enforce 
Monitor 
Use results for Continuous improvement 

HEIs/NCHE 

10. Diversification of sources of funding 

especially growing alumni base 

Build and grow alumni base HEIs 
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11. Research 
Research and patenting of 
universities research outputs 
Increase funding of research and 
extend to include private institutions 
in order to raise research output 
across HE  
Develop a model that includes 
private universities 
Encourage research that solves local 
problems 
 

Develop a resource  sharing model 
Develop local research agenda 
Provide competitive fund accessible to all 
researchers/ HEIs 
 

GoU/HEIs/ 

UNCST/ URSB/ 

NCHE/ Partners 

and Donors 

12. Flexibility to adapt the new normal  

 Paradigm shift in training 
teaching and learning 

 integrate transformative 
pedagogies  

 Empower learns to become 
independent learners 

Capacity building on curriculum 
development to suit current and future 
demands 
Curriculum reviews pegged to new norm 
and learner centered 
 

HEIs/ NCHE 

13. Inclusivity including (marginalized 

groups, places and HEIs) 

Increase access to Internet by all 
Reduce cost/ provide tax exemptions to 
stakeholders that support education 
activities 
 

HEIs/UCC/NCHE

/ Telecom 

providers 

14. Increase investment in ICT and 
innovation 
Increase Collaborations with 
Partners such as RENU 
 

Develop a hierarchically structured 
approach to investment on ICT 
Develop platform for collaborations 
 

GoU/ 

MoES/NCHE 

/UCC 

15. Increase partnership with telecom 
companies  

a. Zero rating of access to 
university websites 

b. Increase access to internet 
backbone  

c. Growing OdeL  
d. Train students and staff in ICT 
e. Develop platforms for shared 

quality online resources for 
HEIs 

f. Increase access to hot spots 
and 
public wifi 
 

i. Integrate mandatory requirement to 
support education services into the 
telecom regulatory framework 

ii.Operationalize the ICT supportive policy 
and framework for education 
Strengthen existing collaborations 
 

GoU/ 

UCC/NCHE/ 

Partners 
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 Day Three 

16. OdeL is very low among the OTIs as 

compared to the other Higher 

education Institutions 

There is need for mind-set change and 

embrace Odel and continuously mitigate 

challenges that HEIs are facing OTIs at the 

moment. 

GOU/NCHE/ 

OTIs 

17. Lack of access to e-learning services 

by OTIs and students 

- Identify key priority areas such as 
establish e-learning centres of 
excellence 

- Engage National Planning Institutions, 
Regulatory bodies etc. to support one 
another in embracing technology and 
all challenges associated with it. 

UCC/NCHE/ 

OTIs/ Partners 

18.  High Taxes on e-learning applications 

and gadgets is a challenge to HEIs 

NCHE shall constantly engage with 

government of reduction of taxes on e-

learning applications and gadgets for 

institutions and students to embrace new 

technology; 

 

GOU/NCHE/ 

HEIs 

 

 

CLOSURE: 

The conference was closed by Dr. Rev. Alex Kagume, 
Deputy Executive Director, National Council for Higher 
Education. 

 

 

END OF CONFERENCE 
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Appendix 1 

NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 

THE 3rd ANNUAL HIGHER EDUCATION CONFERENCE (VIRTUAL) 

THEME:  Adaptation to Current and future challenges for Higher Education 
under the Covid-19 pandemic. 

May 18th – 20th 2021 

WEBINAR PROGRAMME 

 

DAY 1 

 

18th May 2021- PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES 

 

Time Activity Rapporteurs: 

OPENING SESSION 

Master of ceremony:  

Mr. Solomon Serwanja 

 

Mr. Dennis 

Omvia 

Mr David 

Musimaami 

9:00 – 9.05: Welcome Remarks  

 Professor Mary J.N Okwakol – Executive Director NCHE 

 

9.05 -9.15 Official Opening by Guest of Honour 

 Ms Rosa Malango -UN Resident Coordinator - Uganda 

 

9.15.9.30 Keynote presentation:  

Adaptation to Current and future challenges for Private 

universities  under the Covid-19 pandemic 

Presenter:   Professor Guido Van Huylenbroeck 

Ghent University, Belgium 

SESSION 2:    

Strategic policy and  planning Frameworks for recovery and sustainability in 

the Covid-19 era 
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Chairperson:  Dr. Halima Akbar Wakabi – Academic Registrar ,Islamic 

University In Uganda 

 

9.30 - 

9.55am 

 2.1 Policy and strategic frameworks for  Private Universities under 

COVID-19 pandemic 

Presenter:  Assoc. Professor Aaron Mushengyezi  

Vice Chancellor Uganda Christian University (UCU) , Mukono 

9.55 -10.20 2.2  Private universities Funding  Strategies for attraction and 

retention of students 

 Presenter: Professor Dora Manoj- Brunel University UK   

 

10.20- 10.45 2.3 Crisis-sensitive  Higher educational planning and management 

 Presenter:   

Dr.  Joseph Muvawala – Executive Director,  National Planning 

Authority - Uganda 

10.45 -11.10  2.4   Strategies for  Continuity  of sustainable  Health education 

and training in Higher education 

Presenter:   Dr. Bonaventure Ahaisibwe - Country Representative, 

Seed Global Health 

11.10 -11.40 Discussions: Question & Answer session 

 

 

   

SESSION 3 

Open Distance and electronic Learning (ODEL) – Context relevant strategies for 

Teaching and Learning Interventions 

Chairperson   Dr John Mugisha -Vice Chancellor, Cavendish University  

 

11.40 -12.05 3.1 Effective Pedagogical  practices for online teaching and 

learning  

Presenter: Assoc. Professor Birevu Muyinda , Deputy Principal of 

the College of Education and External Studies at Makerere 

University 
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12.05 -12.30 3.2. Relevant Teaching and Learning Interventions for  ODeL 

 

 Presenter : Dr. Pius C. Achanga , Director , Quality Assurance and 

Accreditation Directorate , NCHE  

12.30-12.55 Discussions: Question and Answer  

12. 55 -

13.30 

WAY FORWARD and CLOSURE  

  END OF DAY 1  

 

DAY 2 

 

19th May 2021 PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES 

 

 

Time Activity  

  Rapporteurs: 

OPENING SESSION: 

Master of ceremony:  

Mr. Solomon Serwanja 

Mr.  Martin Osikei 

Ms Maria Nakachwa 

9:00 – 9.05: Welcome Remarks   

 Professor Mary J.N Okwakol – Executive Director NCHE 

9.05 -9.15 Official Opening by Guest of Honour  

 

 Hon. Judith Nabakooba- Minister for ICT& National Guidance 

 

9.15 -9.30 Keynote presentation:  

Adaptation to Current and future challenges for Public universities  

under the COVID-19 pandemic 

 Presenter:– Dr.Jessica  Aguti - School of Education, Makerere 

University 

SESSION 2:   

 

Strategic policy and planning Frameworks for recovery and sustainability in the 

Covid-19 era 

Chairperson:  Professor Christine Dranzoa-  Vice Chancellor, Muni University  
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9.30 -9.55  2.1 ICT Policy and strategic frameworks to support Higher 

education recovery under COVID-19 Pandemic  

Presenter:   

 Ms Irene Kaggwa - Sewankambo -  Executive Director, Uganda 

Communications Commission (UCC) 

 

9.55 -10.20 2.2  Private public Sector collaborative Support for Higher 

Education   repositioning into the new normal 

Presenter:  Dr. Dorothy Okello , Chairperson RENU ,Dean School of 

Engineering , Makerere University 

10.20- 10.45 2.3 Crisis-sensitive  Higher educational planning and management 

Presenter:  Professor  Waswa Balunywa – Principal,  Makerere 

University Business School 

10.45 -11.10 2.4 Strengthening local capacity for  ICT strategic innovations in 

University  education delivery and management 

 Presenter:  Dr John Okuonzi  , Director ICT  Kyambogo University 

11.10 -11.40 Discussions : Question & Answer  

   

SESSION 3:  

 Open Distance and electronic Learning (ODEL) – Context relevant strategies for 

Teaching and Learning Interventions 

Chairperson:  Professor Openjuru George - Vice Chancellor, Gulu University 

 

11.40 -12.05 3.1.Effective pedagogical practices for online teaching 

 Presenter: Professor Birevu Muyinda-  Deputy Principal of the College 

of Education and External Studies at Makerere University 

12.05 -12.30 3.2. Relevant Teaching and Learning Interventions for  ODeL 

 Presenter: Dr.Pius C. Achanga- Director , Quality Assurance and 

Accreditation Directorate , NCHE 

12.30 -12.55 Discussions: Question and Answer  

12.55 -13.30 WAY FORWARD and CLOSURE  
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   END OF DAY 2  

   

DAY 3   20th MAY  -OTHER TERTIARY INSTITUTIONS 

 

OPENING SESSION: 

Master of ceremony:  

Mr. Solomon Serwanja 

 

Rapporteurs  

Ms Jane Nabwire 

Ms Bernadette Nbabagala 

9:00 – 9.05: Welcome Remarks  

Professor Mary J.N Okwakol – Executive Director, National Council 

for Higher Education 

 

9.05  -9.15 Official Opening by Guest of Honour 

 

 Hon. Dr. Elioda Tumwesigye 

Minister for Science Technology and Innovation 

 

9.15 -9.30 Keynote presentation: 

Adaptation to Current and future challenges for OTIs , vocational  

education and  training  under the Covid-19 pandemic 

Presenter: – Dr. Fredrick Kitoogo, Principal- Uganda Institute of 

Information and Communication Technology, Nakawa 

 

SESSION 2:   

Strategic policy and  planning Frameworks for recovery and sustainability  in 

the Covid-19 era 

Chairperson:  Mr. Benjamin Turyahikayo - Director at National Teachers 

College, Kabale 

 

9.30 -9.55  2.1 Policy and strategic frameworks for Vocation and other 

Tertiary  Institutions recovery  under COVID-19 

Presenter:  Hajat Safina Museene – Commissioner BTVET, Ministry 

of Education and Sports 
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9.55 -10.20 2.2 Funding strategies  for OTIs and Vocational education and 

training 

Presenter: Mr. Wanyama O. Michael- Executive Director, Higher 

Education Students Financing Board 

10.20- 10.45 2.3 Crisis-sensitive  Higher educational planning and 

management 

Presenter: Eng. Bernard Ongodia,  Principal- Uganda Petroleum 

Institute, Kigumba 

10.45 -11.10 2.4 Strategic Innovations for  OTI s and vocational education and 

training  

 Presenter:   Dr. Jane Egau  Okou 

 Director for Higher Technical Vocational Education & Training _ 

Ministry of Education and Sports  

11.10 -11.40 Discussions : Question & Answer 

  

SESSION 3: 

Open Distance and electronic Learning (ODEL) – Context relevant strategies  for 

Teaching and Learning Interventions 

Chairperson:  Dr.   Francis Katerega, Principal, National Teachers College, 

Mubende 

 

11.40 -12.05 3.1. Establishment  of an e- Pedagogical paradigm shift in 

education and training  for  OTIs vocational institutions  

 Presenter:   Mr. Meera Mohideen , Aptech Computer Education 

12.05 -12.30 3.2. Relevant Teaching and Learning Interventions for  ODeL 

Presenter: Dr. Pius C. Achanga- Director , Quality Assurance and 

Accreditation Directorate , NCHE 

12.30 -12.55 Discussions: Question and Answer 

 

12.55 -13.30 WAY FORWARD and CLOSURE 

   END OF CONFERENCE 
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Appendix 2 
 

MEMBERS OF THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

1. Dr. Nora Mulira  Chairperson 

2. Mr. Martin Osikei Member 

3. Mr. Omvia Dennis Kaggwa Member 

4. Mr. George Ebine Member 

5. Mr. Arthur Babu Muguzi Member 

6. Ms. Faridah Nairuba Member 

7. Ms. Florence Nantege Member 

8. Ms. Jane Nabwire Member 

9. Mrs. Maria Nakachwa Ssemakula Member 

10. Ms. Annet Lyaka Member 

11. Mr. Saul Waigolo Member 

12. Mr. David Ssebulime Member 
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National Council for Higher Education 

Plot M834, Kigobe Road, Kyambogo 

P.O.Box 76, Kyambogo, Kampala-Uganda 

Tel: +256-393-262140/4 Fax:+256-393-262145 

Email: info@unche.or.ug, Website: www.unche.or.ug 
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